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Abstract

Sustainability and green practices are in the frontline of issues organizations globally are concerned about because of the consequences of climate change and its challenges. The objective and key question of this study was to determine whether there is a relationship between knowledge of green human resource management (HRM) practices and its implementation within the organizations. The study followed a methodology of triangulated empirical research approach with a combined method of qualitative and quantitative research approaches. Human resource practitioners from human resource divisions in higher education institutions in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, formed the population surveyed. Interview schedule and questionnaires were instruments used in data collection. Thematic analysis was used to analyze data collected from interviews. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24 was used to analyze quantitative data collected. About half of HR practitioners indicated minimal awareness of the concept ‘green HRM’, but reflected moderate knowledge and understanding of green HRM activities. Overall, the findings revealed a moderate application of green HRM principles in HRM activities in the institutions. There was no policy framework in the form of green HRM policies to drive green activities within the HR divisions and institutionally. Findings also revealed that there is a relationship between knowledge of green HRM activities and its implementation within the organization. Also, a strong correlation was found to exist between green HRM policies and implementation of green HRM activities in the organization. This then led the researcher to recommend that organizations who aspire to go green, be resource efficient and sustainable will need to have green HRM policies in place, they will also need to ensure that training and awareness workshops on green HRM are conducted to skill and equip all stakeholders involved.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is power, information is liberating, and education is the prerequisite of progress in every society and in every family.

Kofi Anan (1938–2018)

Mandip (2012, p. 244) explains green human resource management as “the use of human resource policies to promote sustainable use of resources within business organizations and, more generally to promote the cause of environmental sustainability”. A number of studies have been done in green HRM and its role in organizations with recent studies, including those of Haddock-Millar, Sanyal, and Müller-Camen (2016), Renwick, Jabbour, Muller-Camen, Redman, and Wilkinson (2016), Ahmad (2015), Opatha and Arulrajah (2014),
Prasad (2013), Mandip (2012). This article aims to contribute in the green HRM research by assessing whether there is a relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within the organizations. Furthermore, the study extends the body of knowledge in green HRM chronicle by focusing on green HRM practices under the unique South African and African conditions of work and business operations, which have different priorities in many aspects when compared to priorities in the developed economies. These differences include amongst other things work culture, economic and social priorities. Ulrich’s (1997) HR role model and Senge’s organizational learning model (1990) will form a theoretical base that underpins and guides the discussion in this article. This article interrogates the question: is there a relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within the organizations.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. Knowledge

There is no universal definition of what is knowledge, but it is often explained by distinguishing between explicit and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be codified, recorded and can be held in databases, corporate intranets and intellectual property portfolios. Tacit knowledge exists in the minds of people, it is difficult to articulate in writing and it is acquired by means of personal experience (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995, cited in Armstrong, 2016). Knowledge can be held in databanks. It can also be found in presentations, reports, libraries, policy documents and manuals. It can be moved around the organization via information systems and routine methods, namely meetings, workshops, courses, master classes, written publications, emails, disks and social media (Armstrong, 2016).

In this century of globalization and rapid innovation, economic, social, technological and political changes, for companies to survive they need to keep up to date with new information and trends in their respective sectors. In doing so they need to embrace knowledge management as one of the main sources of competitive edge. The most important knowledge resides in human resources. Organizations need to make sure that they tap into that wealth of knowledge and wisdom and make sure that it is shared within the organization and used optimally for the benefit of the business and its stakeholders.

1.2. HR roles and practices in organizations

Ulrich’s HR role model (1997) consists of a set of proactive roles divided into two directions: strategy versus operations, and process versus people (Francis & Keegan, 2006). A strategic partner, an administrative expert, an employee champion and a change agent are four key roles that emerge (Ulrich, 1997). The role of a strategic partner lies in the partnership of the HR professionals with line managers to help them achieve their goals via effective strategy formulation and strategy execution (Ulrich & Brockbank, 2005, cited in Francis & Keegan, 2006). Explaining the other three roles meticulously, Francis and Keegan (2006) explain that the agents of change are in charge of the delivery of organizational transformation and culture change, administrative staff constantly improves organizational efficiency by readjustment of the HR function and other work processes such as introducing ‘shared services’. One more highly important role is that of employee champion. This is a particularly interesting role, since it joins a focus on people and a focus on day-to-day operational issues together (Francis & Keegan, 2006).

Haddock-Millar, Sanyal, and Müller-Camen (2016) cited that in matters relating to sustainability in the organizations, the problem is the lack of readiness from the HR to maintain sustainability at a strategic level. Personnel managers may not consider themselves strategic drivers of initiatives on environmental protection and sustainable development; instead, they mostly perceive themselves as ideal partners for the transfer of values to encourage behavioral change after developing a strategy outside of HR (Haddock-Millar, Sanyal, & Müller-Camen, 2016).

In the strategic role, HR as members of the executive team should be fully-fledged strategic partners and must impel and guide serious discussions on how the company should be organized to take on its strategy role (Ulrich, 1997). This should include...
the ‘greening’ strategy. Change happens, whether organizations like it or not change is inevitable. The pace of change is fast and sometimes change is unexpected. There is change in climate, change in technology, change in the economy and change in lifestyles. Change is constant in issues that have an effect on employees and the organization. With so much change-taking place, the implication is that HR practitioners can no longer afford to be complacent and focus only on the traditional roles of HR. HR should adjust, adapt and evolve with the times in order to continue delivering value, productivity and profitability to the organization. Ulrich (1998) emphasizes that HR roles should be aligned with the changes, so that HR cannot only be determined by what it does in the organization, but be defined by what it delivers, the results that enhance the organization’s value to customers, investors and employees. HR professionals should manage change and transformation in the organization. Ulrich continues to suggest that, as change agents, HR professionals do not need to execute change themselves, but their major role is to make sure that change is carried out effectively and on time (Ulrich, 1998). The human resource division is the most important change agent in any institution. Studies have shown that human resources can play a vital role in assisting organizations to change and achieve sustainability (Jabour & Santos, 2008; Liebowitz, 2010; Prasad, 2013).

As administrative experts, efficiency will need to be improved, with a vast number of HR processes performed daily, processes will need to be faster, better, smarter and cheaper (Ulrich, 2008). Some HR practices are implemented through administrative processes, such as technology, and others via policies, procedures and other administrative measures. In adopting green practices, HR will therefore need to minimize unnecessary and inefficient paper use, daunting procedures and processes, red tape and bureaucracy. The future of a green and sustainable HR division is in the adoption of new, cost-effective and efficient administration processes. This means using faster cost efficient technology in the performance of daily activities, such as the e-HR, systems, including e-recruitment using an online application system and Skype interviews for candidates who are further away from the institution. Online interactive electronic performance management systems, virtual training and self-administered computer training systems are all as part of e-HR towards the efforts of greening and saving resources.

Employee championing means equipping and empowering employees with knowledge and skills on green processes. Ulrich in his latest modification of roles emphasizes that being an employee champion also means being a human capital developer (Ulrich & Brockbank, 2005). In the process of providing knowledge to employees, HR practitioners will need to ensure effective knowledge management, that is the process of effectively creating, sharing, using and managing an organization’s knowledge and information (Girard & Girard, 2015, cited in Armstrong, 2016). In this role, HR practitioners are accountable for ensuring that employee engagement and full commitment to the organization’s success is realized. They must ensure that the employment contract is not merely transactional, but relational and all parties to the contract are content (Ulrich, 1998). In this role, the employer-employee relationship that is healthy and productive is key. The HR division should make sure that they are getting commitment and buy-in from employees and all relevant stakeholders to carry out green projects in the organization. Mandip (2012) clarifies the role of HR executives here by stating that, in educating and bringing awareness to staff on green concerns, a crucial role for HR environmental executives could be to guide line managers as to achieving full staff co-operation in implementing environmental policies. This means that HR should educate supporters and create networks of problem solvers, ready to act to change the status quo. This can happen only when the company establishes formal and informal communication with its employees, which emphasizes the company’s green efforts, for example, in the company newsletter and on the website (Mandip, 2012).

1.3. Organizational learning and knowledge management in HR

Peter Senge (1990), one of the ‘fathers’ of organizational learning, specifies learning organizations as “organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning to see the whole together”
Senge’s organizational learning model has five disciplines that develop a learning organization, namely shared vision, personal mastery, systems thinking, mental models and team learning (Senge, 1990).

Out of the five disciplines, for the purpose of this study, only two disciplines will be looked at, and those are shared vision and team learning. A shared vision is a discipline for reconciling the vision and efforts of people across the organization. “The principle of shared vision leverages the most productive usage of capital, technology, and human capital since resources are coordinated toward the same ends. Processes, job functions, system-wide problem-solving, and so forth, flow in a common direction” (Senge, 1990 cited in Raines, 2009). This then means that to achieve a green and sustainable organization, HR executives and the organization’s leadership should in a consultative process with employees craft a vision of environmental stewardship, and share that vision with all stakeholders and importantly with employees. Leaders should be proud vision bearers. They should sell the vision to employees, and encourage employees to embrace and follow up on that vision and lead by example. Shared vision on environmental efficiency will have employees effortlessly and willingly initiating and driving environmental efficiency projects within the organization, which is the great result of an effectively shared vision.

Team learning and teamwork are essential for a successful environmental management system within the organization (Daily & Huang, 2001). When there is team earning, there is a flow of information, feedback freely given and eagerly accepted and valued, generative thinking, and innovative problem-solving (Raines, 2009). Raines (2009) continues to suggest more benefits of team learning by stating that, in a more in-depth dialog, people learn to ask questions that help learning instead of individuals who make expert assessments. There is awareness of the richness that occurs when people feel confident in what they really think, how they really feel, what they really want for themselves and their organization (Raines, 2009). People learn how to inquire genuinely, carefully, and to clearly advocate with balanced and suitable substantiating data (Senge, 1990, cited in Raines, 2009). To achieve sustainability in the organizations, there must be free sharing of information, ideas and opinions.

Leadership and management should adopt an open-door policy where teams and individual employees are afforded a space and opportunity to voice their opinions on how the organization can be transformed into a green, environmental-friendly and efficient organization. Teams should be allowed time and platforms to meet, creatively conceptualize greening ideas and share those ideas in spaces without fear or favor. In doing so team learning will be enhanced, teamwork will benefit and green projects will thrive. To ensure a conducive space for team learning and teamwork, HR should play a role of being facilitators of learning, and attempt to promote respect for one another between members and there is respect for each member’s opinions and ideas. A team effort towards building a green and environmentally efficient institution will then be achieved.

“The creation of structures and opportunities for technical, action, and social learning thus has the potential to transform individual learning about sustainability into organizational learning” (Hugh & Talwar, 2010, p. 387). Nowadays, changes occur very quickly. Organizations are constantly trying to adapt to new technologies, climate change, information changes, socio-economic and product change. Creating a learning organization, where do we start? Breda-Verduijn and Heijboer (2016) suggest that breeding a learning organization begins with values related to the learning culture of the organization. It is important to realize the values set forth in the vision of learning, as well as the mission the organization. In addition, they argue that a powerful learning culture is an effective continuous learning environment, employees need the skills and flexibility to handle current changes in their work and continuing education (Breda-Verduijn and Heijboer, 2016). The institution’s vision, mission, values, and policies should all incorporate clauses on the importance of learning to achieve a green, sustainable learning.

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)

2. METHODOLOGY

The study followed a methodology of triangulated empirical research approach with a combined method of qualitative and quantitative research approaches. Triangulation means that research is approached from multiple perspectives (Sekaran
& Bougie, 2013). Human resource practitioners from three institutions of higher learning in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, formed the population surveyed. Twenty senior HR practitioners and managers who were strategically placed within the HR division were interviewed. Self-administered questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data. Sixty questionnaires were distributed; fifty-three came back, which is a response rate of eighty-eight per cent. Five-point Likert scale type questions were used in the questionnaire that collected quantitative data. Interview schedule was used to collect qualitative data. A thematic analysis was used to analyze data collected from the interview. Quantitatively, Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24 was used to analyze data collected. Qualitative data collected was analyzed using thematic analysis, while descriptive analysis and inferential analysis in form of Spearman’s ranking test was used to analyze and interpret quantitative data.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Presentation and discussion of results from qualitative study

The following themes emerged from the interviews:

3.1.1. Minimal awareness of the concept ‘green HRM’, moderate knowledge and understanding of green HRM activities

Half of HR practitioners interviewed in the study indicated minimal awareness of the concept ‘green HRM’, but reflected moderate knowledge and understanding of green HRM activities. This means they had some knowledge of what needs to be done to ensure that HR operations are resource efficient and sustainable, but they were not aware that there is special term or concept called ‘green HRM’. These results are in line with the research conducted in India by Sakhawalkar and Thadani (2013) who have analyzed green HR practices and the responsiveness among IT sector employees in Pune Region, India. The results of the study showed that people who do not know about the term ‘green HR’ know about the practices and know that their organization adheres to them (Sakhawalkar & Thadani, 2013). The study also revealed that one of the reasons HR practitioners were not fully aware of the concept ‘green HRM’ was because of the fact that in the institutions surveyed, there were no green HRM policies that talk to greening of HR in the organization, there were only general environmental policies, which are also not communicated effectively across organizational divisions. These findings correlate with findings of a UK study by Harris and Crane (2002), which revealed that while most executives and employees may be aware of green pressures, only few organizations are responding to the expected level of enthusiasm. Harris and Crane (2002) also found that macro-environmental pressures on the organization were currently insufficient to require anything more than superficial policy statement. In this study, in three surveyed universities, HR practitioners were not aware of these environmental policies in their institution, which is an alarming factor, since it indicates certain level of ignorance or lack of learning culture within the HR department. In addition, lack of top management commitment to greening proved to be a huge contributor in this problem as revealed in the study. This again corresponds to Harris and Crane (2002) study, which revealed that managers show somewhat apathetic attitude to green issues in many organizations, resulting in evidence of significant gaps between the company’s position and actual practice.

3.1.2. Moderate implementation of green HR activities

The majority of participants mentioned that HR divisions in their institutions played a minimal to moderate role towards greening efforts in the institution. Findings revealed that there were few green conscious activities applied by HR, mainly in recruitment and performance management systems. Some of green HR activities participants mentioned as utilized the institution surveyed include adopting green and resource-efficient activities through online recruitment of staff, Skype interviews for far away candidates, video conferencing of meetings, doing performance evaluations online and sharing organizational policies on an online platform as well. Regarding engagement of employees on greening issues, incorporating green activities in key performance areas (KPA’s) training, and on compensation, results showed that nothing was done by the institutions surveyed on
these activities to incorporate ‘green HRM’ principle. The Greening of HR Survey conducted by Buck Consultants, during a survey of 93 US firms, showed that 54 per cent of respondents included environmental management into their business transactions (Buck, 2009). The research also shows that joint green human resources initiatives include the use of web- or teleconferencing to reduce travel (78 percent), promoting paperless use (76 percent), and implementing health improvement programs to ensure employees’ proper nutrition, fitness, and healthy lifestyle (68 percent) (Buck, 2009). These are some of the greening activities within the scope of HR division and that the division can deliver in their organizations. As much as the institutions surveyed in this study attempt some of these initiatives as stated in Buck (2009), the level at which these are done is very minimal. A lot of research still needs to be performed to achieve full commitment to greening from these institutions. In the study that surveyed 147 UK firms, respondents rated internal awareness raising campaigns, senior leadership appearances and green champions or green teams as the most effective ways to promote pro-environmental behavior (Zibarras & Ballinger, 2011, cited in Bartlett, 2011).

3.1.3. There are no HR-driven environmental education and awareness campaigns

As asked if are there any education and awareness campaigns on greening and using resources efficiently conducted by the HR division in the institutions, the majority of practitioners disagreed, meaning that HR is not involved in any education and awareness campaigns that promote green initiatives within the organization. This should be a concern to the advocates of green HRM, as education and awareness play a major role in changing people’s attitudes and behaviors. The sentiment shared by HR practitioners in interviews was that ‘greening issues are not the priority and responsibility of HR’, which is one of the major reasons for HR division resisting involvement in greening campaigns and programs. This finding is consistent with many studies that found that the HR division does not see greening of the organization as part of their responsibilities or mandate (Mtembu, 2018; Liebowitz, 2010; Jabbour & Santos, 2008; Daily & Huang, 2001).

3.2. Presentation and discussion of results from quantitative study

3.2.1. Descriptive statistics

3.2.1.1 Knowledge of green HRM practices

As asked if they are aware of the concept ‘green HRM’ and what its practices entail, as indicated in Table 1, the modal response here was ‘Agree’, with 45 percent of the respondents agreeing that they do have some moderate knowledge of ‘green HRM’ practices, 15 percent strongly agreed that they do fully understand ‘green HRM’ concept and have knowledge of ‘green HRM’ practices. This then means that about 60 percent of the respondents had some knowledge and understanding of the concept, 21 percent of the respondents indicated that they have no understanding of the concept ‘green HRM’. In Table 1 the mean average is 3.42, which indicates that more than half of respondents agreed that they understand and have knowledge of ‘green HRM’ with a modal (mode) response of 4 which is ‘Agree’. These results are in line with the findings of the Indian study, according to which slightly less than half of employees surveyed do not know about ‘green HRM’, while the remaining employees has some moderate awareness and knowledge of green HRM (Sarode, J. Patil, & D. Patil, 2016).

Table 1. Knowledge of green HRM practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mean     | 3.42 |
| Median   | 4.00 |
| Mode     | 4    |
| Std. deviation | 1.232 |

3.2.1.2 Implementation of green HRM practices

As asked whether in their daily activities greening principles are being practiced, Table 2 shows that 45 per cent agreed and 15 percent strongly agreed,
bringing the number of those who agreed to 60 percent. Table 2 also reflects a mean of 3.26, which indicates that more than the average number of respondents agreed that green processes are incorporated into their daily activities. The modal response was four, which means that most of the respondents ‘agreed’ that there was a certain implementation of green principles in their personnel activities. Evidence from previous studies states that companies that incorporate green practices have a greater potential to attract high talent and good quality candidates who are also green-conscious (Wehrmeyer, 1996; Stringer, 2009, cited in Jackson et al., 2011; Grolleau, Mzoughi, & Pekovic, 2012). Other studies also found evidence that green conscious companies are perceived with a good image and yield cost efficiency benefits (Gupta, 2016; Aqayo, 2008; Smith & Rupp, 2004; Haddas, 2004; Chapman & Webster, 2003).

Table 2. Implementation of green HRM practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Inferential statistics

3.3.1. Spearman’s correlation

The Spearman’s rank order correlation is a nonparametric version of the Pearson product moment correlation. The Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ, also signified by rs) measures the strength and association direction between two ranged variables (statistics.laerd.com). Spearman’s correlation is one of the variables that is used to examine relationships between two ordinal variables (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). Spearman’s correlation was used in this study to examine if there is any relationship between HR employees’ knowledge of green HRM and the way green HRM practices are implemented in daily HR activities. The correlation coefficient is a generalizing type of number that varies in value from -1.0, which means a perfect positive correlation/relationship, to -1.0, which means a perfect negative correlation/relationship. From the actual figure computed, one deduces whether there is a negative or positive correlation between the variables. A coefficient (r value) between 0.10 and 0.29 or -0.10 and -0.29 indicates a weak correlation; if it is between 0.30 and 0.49 or -0.30 and -0.49, it indicates a moderate correlation, and if a coefficient falls between 0.50 and 1.0 or -0.50 and -1.0, it indicates a strong correlation. A coefficient close to zero indicates no relationship at all (Ferreira, 2000).

3.3.1.1 Spearman’s correlation: relationship between green HRM knowledge and its implementation in the organization

The following hypotheses were investigated:

H0: There is no relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within organizations.

Ha: There is a relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within organizations.

In determining if there is any form of association between knowledge of green HRM and implementation of green HRM activities in the organization, the results in Table 3 indicate that there is a strong correlation or simply a significant relationship between knowledge of green HRM practices ($r = -0.79$) and implementation of green HR activities in the organization ($r = 1.000$). This then confirms that knowledge of green HRM does have a significant influence in application and implementation of green HR activities. Therefore, this means:

Reject – the null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within organizations.

Accept – the alternative hypothesis Ha: There is a relationship between having knowledge of green HRM practices and its implementation within organizations.
3.3.1.2 Spearman’s correlation: relationship between green HRM knowledge and availability of green HRM policies in the organization

The following hypotheses were investigated:

H0: There is no relationship between having green HR policies and green HRM implementation within organizations.

Ha: There is a relationship between having green HRM policies and green HRM implementation within organizations.

In determining if there is any form of association between knowledge of green HRM and availability of green policies in the HR division, results in Table 4 indicate that there is a perfect strong correlation between availability of green policies in the HR division ($r = .301$) and knowledge of green HRM practices ($r = 1.000$). This then informs us that the existence of green policies is important to inform employees on greening principles and practices expected from them. This result again confirms and is consistent with the results found in the qualitative results of this study where managers that were interviewed mentioned that policies are a very important guideline and information tools that guide operations and practices that should be followed in performing one’s job on a daily basis. Therefore, this means:

Reject – the null hypothesis H0: There is no relationship between having green HR policies and green HRM implementation within organizations.

Accept – the alternative hypothesis Ha: There is a relationship between having green HRM policies and green HRM implementation within organizations.

4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

About half of HR practitioners indicated minimal awareness of the concept green HRM, but reflected moderate knowledge and understanding of green HRM activities. Overall, the findings revealed a moderate application of green HRM principles in HRM activities in the institutions. There was no policy framework in the form of green HRM policies to drive green activities within the HR division and institutionally. Findings also revealed that there is a relationship

Table 3. Spearman’s correlation: knowledge of green HRM practices and implementation of green HRM practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Knowledge of green HRM</th>
<th>Implementation of green HRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>Knowledge of green HRM practices</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>Implementation of green HRM practices</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Spearman’s correlation: knowledge of green HRM practices and green policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Knowledge of green HRM practices</th>
<th>Green policies in HR division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>Knowledge of green HRM</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>Green policies in HR division</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between knowledge of green HRM activities and its implementation within the organization. Also, a strong correlation was found to exist between having green HRM policies and implementation of green HRM activities in the organization. This then led the researcher to recommend that organizations who aspire to go green, be resource-efficient and sustainable will require green HRM policies as foundational policies in place and ensure that training and awareness workshops on green HRM are conducted to skill and equip all stakeholders involved.

CONCLUSION

This study was interested in finding out whether there is any relationship between the availability of green HRM policies and the knowledge of green HRM and how it is implemented in the organization. Findings confirmed that having some green HRM policies and some knowledge can have an influence on the implementation of green HRM activities within organizations. The study also indicated that for companies to achieve their green goals, the following should take place; greening requires a strategic commitment from the top echelons of the organizations to the bottom levels of the same. All staff members from entry up to exit should be provided with knowledge of greening, training and incentives for all those involved in green initiatives at an institution. Lastly, it is recommended that organizations should preach and practice the universal slogan of the three R’s – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
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